**FABRIC COLORS:** Our HARVEST STAR glows with the warmth of lingering fall days... When gathering several blocks together (see page 2), the YELLOW-ORANGE stars (A,B,C) and redwood RUST frame (F) become a trellis holding vibrant pumpkin ORANGE fruit with DARK GREEN leaves (G1,G2). We see through to the warm CREME background light (E,D).

**STEP 1:** Draw diagonal lines on wrong side of all B, C and eight G (now G2) squares.

**STEP 2:** For star center place one B on corner of A, with right sides together, diagonal line across corner. Sew on line and trim to 1/4” seam. Press out. Repeat with three more times on other corners of A. Trim to 4-1/2” square.

**STEP 3:** Make four flying geese by placing C pieces on D corners, sew, trim and press as in Step 2. Make 2-1/2” x 4-1/2” units.

**STEP 4:** Following diagram above using Es and Fs add G2 pieces on corners, sew, trim and press as in Step 2. Make four 2-1/2” x 8-1/2” units.

**STEP 5:** Sew an H square on each end of one F-G2 and on one E-G2 unit from step 4.

**STEP 3:** Layout all the units you have made in rows as in the diagram above and sew. Keep star points clear of seams. Trim block to 12-1/2” square and press!
As a scrap star, a variety of fabrics can be used within the same range as the colors given. We suggest when making a quilt in the scrap trellis pattern, be sure the value (light-dark contrast) remains the same for the same lettered pieces. One way is to use all the same fabric in just the ‘wood’ (F) and one other repeating motif such as the star ‘crosses’ (B,C). Other candidates are the flowers (H) or leaves (G) -- both of these motifs would be nice in bright, moddled colors or in a variety of scraps.